New Science and Math Teacher Support Networks Now Forming for 07-08

This initiative is a partnership between PIMSER at the University of Kentucky and the KY Dept. of Education division of Teacher Quality (contact Lee Goss, KDE).

We all know how difficult it is to find a qualified science or math teacher. Once we have them in place the last thing that we want to happen is for them to meet frustration due to lack of support and transfer to another district or school. The costs associated with locating and training a new teacher are great. This was the reason for the formation of the New Science and Math Teacher Networks.

The new science teacher networks because of the success of last year’s initiative have been expanded to two locations: Danville and Lexington. The math new teacher networks will be held in

To find out more about these networks and to register your new math or science teacher go to: http://www.arsi.org Once there click on the word GROWTH then WORKSHOPS.

If you have additional question please contact Kim Zeidler, University of KY, Partnership Institute for Math and Science Education Reform (PIMSER) at kzeidle@uky.edu or 888-257-4836.

Network for New Science Teachers ’07-’08
Deadline: 9/18/2007
Who:
This training is targeted at new K-12 science teachers, teachers with a MAT, and new special education teachers.

What:
The Partnership Institute for Math and Science Education Reform (PIMSER) at UK will be facilitating meetings designed to address issues and concerns of the new science teachers (e.g., classroom management, understanding of state documents).

Cost:
$650.00 this price includes a.m refreshments, materials, lunch, cost of facilitators, and the cost of facilities.

When/Where:
The group will have 6 meetings throughout the 2007-2008 academic year. Additionally, there are 2 locations to choose from.
Danville
Sept. 10
Oct. 15
Nov. 12
Jan. 15 (snow date 29)
Feb. 12 (snow date 25)
Mar. 10

Lexington
Sept. 17
Oct. 22
Nov. 19
Jan. 22 (snow date 28)
Feb. 19 (snow date 26)
Mar. 17

Facilitators
Facilitating will be a joint effort between the Kentucky Department of Education and the Regional Teacher Partners of the Partnership Institute for Math and Science Education Reform. Please click the link below for more information.

Registration is online: Go to http://www.arsi.org Once there click on GROWTH then WORKSHOPS and scroll until you see the new science or new math network info. There will be a button to click to complete the registration on-line.

Network for New Math Teachers '07-'08
Deadline: 9/30/2007
Who:
This training is targeted at new K-12 math teachers and new special education teachers.

What:
The Partnership Institute for Math and Science Education Reform (PIMSER) at UK will be facilitating meetings designed to address issues and concerns of the new math teachers (e.g., classroom management, understanding of state documents).

Cost:
$650.00 this price includes a.m refreshments, materials, lunch, cost of facilitators, and the cost of facilities.
When/ Where:
The group will have 6 meetings throughout the 2007-2008 academic year. Additionally, the group will meet in Lexington.

Lexington
Sept. 26
Oct. 31
Nov. 28
Jan. 30
Feb. 27
Mar. 26

Facilitators
Facilitating will be a joint effort between the Kentucky Department of Education and the Regional Teacher Partners of the Partnership Institute for Math and Science Education Reform.
Please click below for more information.

Registration is online: Go to http://www.arsi.org Once there click on GROWTH then WORKSHOPS and scroll until you see the new science or new math network info. There will be a button to click to complete the registration on-line.